Minutes for Patient Reference Group – 23rd January 2017

Attendees: 
Lee Rhodes 
Martin Dowley
Peter Hazelton 
Daphne Daley
Sally Holland
Apologies from: Bruce and Angela Dewar, John Weir, Sue Brazier, Geraldine Yates, Kate Hopkins, Keith Harrison

Clinical Services Review Patient Consultation
Sue was unable to attend the meeting but did send an update on the current response levels to the public consultation 

 ‘Approximate return figures for consultation questionnaires so far - 2000. We are working very hard to increase this. 
We have had 1430 people attend our public Drop-in events. We have 3 more events to go followed by a series of pop-up stands across the county. 
I apologise again for not being present at the meeting to deliver this information myself.’

Sue has dropped some further consultation documents off at the practice and we will distribute them, if you wish to collect some to give to friends or relatives please feel free to do so.

The practice is investigating sending out SMS message to patient where we have mobile contact details with a link to the Dorset Vision website.

Primary Care Strategy and Development
Thank you to everyone who responded to the email I sent out regarding writing a Locality Blueprint for the above document. Your feedback will help to inform us with our plan and we will share it with you once developed.
A summary of points made are as follows:
	Not sure what needs changing, when I need to see a GP the service has always been good

Direct access without a referral may lead to the worried well clogging up the system, and some sort of guardianship is needed
Current hours are considered good. No responders required longer hours and all felt that if the hours were extended with no extra resource it would mean reduced access during the day. Lengthen of hours would be counterproductive, as GPs would become tired and less effective. Would not work without more GPs. 
	With the expected shortage of GPS it would be inappropriate to significantly change surgery hours unless demand exists, not sure that it does
	Treatment and diagnosis of minor ailments. Possibly have access to X-ray on site rather than going to the hospital and having to wait (explained this may be difficult due to skills required and space for such equipment, however if the practices were to work together this may be more viable)
	Previous experience of Devon Doctors on Call manned by on-call GPs. Patients seen and treated on the spot or sent to A&E if necessary.
Happy for other services to be transferred to PoW if that results in a better service
Any change that lessens need for hospital admission must be welcomed
Closer cooperation with the voluntary sector following hospital discharge
	Data regarding the busiest times for the surgery would help identify areas that need adjustment. What time of day do most people want for their appointments?
	Statement to the Government/CCG, can we please let the GPs take the lead


One Show Hospital Equipment Campaign
Peter asked if group members would consider canvassing DCH about taking back and reusing equipment such as crutches and Zimmer frames as these items currently are not accepted back and therefore are costing the NHS many £1000s. The BBC One Show is currently running a campaign to encourage this.
There were concerns that the cost of refurb and storage outweighed the cost of purchasing new.

Save the Date – Patient Participation Group Events
Although Keith was unable to attend he asked that everyone was reminded of the following evets that will include updates on the Sustainability and Transformation plan, the CSR and the Primary Care Review.
	Mon 6th Feb – Kinson Community Centre, Bournemouth 2pm-5pm

Fri 10th Feb – Dorford Centre, Dorchester 2pm – 5pm
Sally had previously emailed out the details.

Date of next meeting – no next date was set. As the Locality Plan (Blue Print) needs to be in by the end of March 2017 it would be useful to meet near that time to discuss what has been drawn together by the GP practices for submission. 
Also the CSR public consultation will have finished so we can see what the feedback levels were, although results will not be available by then.
Does Monday 20th March 2017 6pm-7pm sound reasonable to everyone?

